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ABSTRACT

We have established and released a new stellar index library of the Ca II Triplet, which serves as an

indicator for characterizing the chromospheric activity of stars. The library is based on data from the

Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) Low-Resolution Spectroscopic

Survey (LRS) Data Release 9 (DR9). To better reflect the chromospheric activity of stars, we have

defined new indices R and R+. The library includes measurements of R and R+ for each Ca II infrared

triplet (IRT) from 699,348 spectra of 562,863 F, G and K-type solar-like stars with Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) higher than 100, as well as the stellar atmospheric parameters and basic information

inherited from the LAMOST LRS Catalog. We compared the differences between the 3 individual

index of the Ca II Triplet and also conducted a comparative analysis of R+
λ8542 to the Ca II H&K

S and R+
HK index database. We find the fraction of low active stars decreases with Teff and the

fraction of high active first decrease with decreasing temperature and turn to increase with decreasing

temperature at 5800K. We also find a significant fraction of stars that show high activity index in

both Ca II H&K and IRT are binaries with low activity, some of them could be discriminated in Ca II

H&K S index and R+
λ8542 space. This newly stellar library serves as a valuable resource for studying

chromospheric activity in stars and can be used to improve our comprehension of stellar magnetic

activity and other astrophysical phenomena.

Keywords: Stellar activity; Stellar chromosphere; Astronomy databases.

1. INTRODUCTION

Stars with outer convective envelopes tend to exhibit

magnetic activity. Star spots and faculae in the photo-

sphere, plages in the chromosphere, X rays in the corona

are all related to magnetic activity. Studies of stellar ac-

tivity are essential for improving our understanding of

stellar dynamo models and the related studies such as

the stellar age and rotation or activity relation, stel-

lar flare and stellar activity cycle. On the other hand,

stellar activity is important for exoplanets studies, since

magnetic activity especially flares will have an impact on

planetary habitability (Shields et al. 2016; Howard et al.

2018; Lillo-Box et al. 2022). Also, jitters in both pho-

tometry and radial velocity measurement caused by stel-

lar magnetic activity will hinder the detection of earth

like exoplanet (Wright 2005). Finding stars with low ac-

tivity is crucial to those low mass exoplanets detecting.

The emission core of lines originated from the chromo-
sphere can serve as indicators to quantify the activity.

One well-known measure of activity is the Ca II H&K

SMWO index, proposed by the Mount-Wilson Obser-

vatory (Wilson 1968). However, the photosphere also

contributes to the Ca II H&K lines flux, and the con-

tribution varies with effective temperatures, leading to

potential misestimation of the stellar activity. To over-

come this issue, Linsky et al. (1979) proposed the R′
HK

index, which subtracts the empiprical photospheric flux

from the flux. Building on the R′
HK index, Mittag et al.

(2013, 2019) proposed the R+
HK index, which subtracts

the basal flux in addition to the photospheric flux. Hα

line can also serve as an indicator of activity, and is more

suitable for late-type stars than Ca II H&K (Cincunegui

et al. 2007). They defined the S+ index for Hα, which

correlates well with the SMWO index.
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The Ca II IRT lines represent another set of indices of

activity:

8498.0Å 4 2P 3
2
− 3 2D 3

2
,

8542.1Å 4 2P 3
2
− 3 2D 5

2
,

8662.1Å 4 2P 1
2
− 3 2D 3

2
,

absorptions due to the Ca II IRT lines are clearly visi-

ble in the atmosphere of cool stars (see Tennyson 2019,

chap. 6). The Ca II IRT emission lines core are formed in

the lower chromosphere through subordinate transitions

between the excited levels of Ca II 4 2P 3
2 ,

1
2
and meta-

stable 3 2D 3
2 ,

5
2
. These lines are mostly collision con-

trolled (de Grijs & Kamath 2021), and are highly sen-

sitive to the ambient temperature (Cauzzi et al. 2008).

They are indicator of stellar chromospheric activity, as

demonstrated by Linsky et al. (1979). Linsky et al.

(1979) proposed using Ca II λ8542 as an activity in-

dicator, while Andretta et al. (2005) defined the RIRT

index based on the central depression in the Ca II IRT

lines, taking into account rotational broadening. Notsu

et al. (2015) used r0(IRT ), which is the residual flux

normalized by the continuum at the line cores of IRT

lines, and Hα to study superflare and suggested that the

brightness variation of superflare stars can be explained

by the rotation with large starspots. Žerjal et al. (2013)

use observed spectra of non-active stars as template, and

measure the template subtracted equivalent width(EW)

of the Ca II IRT lines to represent the stellar activity.

It is important to built large databases to statistically

understanding the physical mechanisms of stellar mag-

netic activity. As a series of work, we have already built

large sample databases of stellar activity of solar like

stars using Ca II H&K (Zhang et al. 2022) and Hα (He

et al. 2023) index based on LAMOST spectra. In the

current work, we will build a stellar activity database of

F, G, K stars based on the measurement of Ca II IRT

lines.

LAMOST, the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber

Spectroscopic Telescope located in Xinglong, China, of-

fers low-resolution spectra with a resolving power of

λ/∆λ = 1800 covering the wavelength range of 3700-

9100 Å (Zhao et al. 2012). Additionally, it provides

Mid-Resolution Spectra (MRS) with R ∼ 7500 in 4950-

5350 Å, 6300-6800Å band. The observed data was first

reduced by LAMOST 2D pipeline (Bai et al. 2017, 2021),

then LAMOST stellar parameter pipeline (Wu et al.

2011). The released data including extracted spectra

files as well as the stellar parameters are available at

the LAMOST website, http://www.lamost.org.

There have been several studies of stellar activity

based in LAMOST data. For example, Zhang et al.

(2020) employed the R+
HK index to investigate the rela-

tionship between stellar activity, period, and the ampli-

tude of brightness variation; He et al. (2023) measured

theRHα index using LAMOSTMRS; Zhang et al. (2022)

established Ca II H&K S index database base on LAM-

OST LRS; Karoff et al. (2016) explored superflares using

the S index and found that superflare stars are charac-

terized by enhanced activity; Zhang et al. (2019) pro-

posed that stellar chromospheric activity indices can be

used to roughly estimate stellar ages for dwarfs. The

above studies are based on the measurement of Ca II

H&K or Hα, the capability of Ca II IRT lines has not

been fully explored yet.

In this study, we concentrate on Ca II IRT lines of

solar-like stars, all the spectra utilized in our research

come from the LAMOST LRS DR9 database. Due to

the low spectral resolution, the line core emission is not

sensitive to equivalent width (EW) and may be com-

promised by deviations in rotation velocity estimations.

Instead, we introduce a new R index that specifically

considers the flux near the center of spectral lines. To

remove the photospheric flux components, we employed

the BT-Settl stellar spectral models ((Allard et al. 1997,

2011, 2013) and calculate the template subtracted index,

R+, to represent pure activity levels. Additionally, we

compare our results with the existing database of Ca II

H&K lines and discuss the nature of stars in the Ca II

H&K and IRT activity index distribution.

This paper is organized in five sections. Section 2

introduces the data selection criteria, while Section 3

defines the indices R and R+ and provides a detailed

description of the data processing steps. Section 4 shows

the detail of our database. In Section 5 we compared the

strengths of the three lines, discusses the relationship

and differences between the indices measured from Ca

II H&K. Section 6 is the summary.

2. DATA PREPARATION

Our analysis focuses on F, G and K-type solar-like

stars, with all stellar parameters sourced from the cat-

alog: LAMOST LRS Stellar Parameter of A, F, G,

and K Stars (AFGK Catalog) (http://www.lamost.

org/dr9/). To be comparable with the previous Ca II

H&K index work of Zhang et al. (2022), the following

parameter restrictions are adopted:

1. 100 ≤ SNRi, SNRz. This is to ensure the high

quality of the Ca II IRT lines located between i &

z band.

2. 4800K ≤ Teff ≤ 6800K, This criterion is same

as Zhang et al. (2022), the temperature range of

http://www.lamost.org
http://www.lamost.org/dr9/
http://www.lamost.org/dr9/
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solar-like stars covers most F, G, K samples in the

AFGK Catalog.

3. For surface gravity, the empirical formulas of

Zhang et al. (2022) is adopted to select main se-

quence stars:

5.98− 0.00035Teff ≤ log g ≤ 5.0

After rejecting spectra with issues such as fiber fail-

ure at the IRT bandpass, heavy skylight pollution,

and wavelength calibration failure, we selected a total

of 699,348 spectra from the LAMOST database. As

there are multiple visits for the same star, these spectra

are from 562,863 stars. The number of spectra cross-

correlated with the previous work of Ca II H&K S and

R+
HK index databases is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Ca II index Database Using LAMOST Data

Database Spectra Number Common Spectra

Ca II IRT R, R+ 699348 -

Ca II H&K S 1330654 574780

Ca II H&K R+
HK 59816 14028

Note—IRT R, R+ Index Database is given in this work. S
Index database is provided by Zhang et al. (2022) and R+

HK

Index is provided by Zhang et al. (2020).

3. METHOD

3.1. Index definitions

We defined R, R+ index for each line of Ca II IRT as

following equations:

R =
1

λ2 − λ1

∫ λ2

λ1

Fo(λ)

Co(λ)
dλ, (1)

R+ =
1

λ2 − λ1

∫ λ2

λ1

Fo(λ)

Co(λ)
− Fm(λ)

Cm(λ)
dλ, (2)

where F (λ) is the spectrum, C(λ) is the linear func-

tion fitting the local continuum at IRT bandpass, and

subscript o and m stand for observation and model re-

spectively. F (λ)/C(λ) is the normalized spectrum. λ1,

λ2 are the starting and ending wavelength of the sam-

pling range, which is 1Å around the central wavelength

of each Ca II IRT lines. The corresponding central wave-

lengths and the sampling ranges are listed in Table 2.

As the LAMOST spectral data points are in approxi-

mately 2Å interval, a cubic spline function is applied to

interpolate the spectrum to 0.001Å interval.

Table 2. Sampling Range for Ca II IRT Index

Lines Center(Å) Bandpass(Å)

Ca II λ8498 8500.35 8549.85-8500.85

Ca II λ8542 8544.44 8543.94-8544.94

Ca II λ8662 8664.52 8664.02-8665.02

Note—The wavelength are in vacuum, as provided by
LAMOST data release(LAMOST LRS DR9).

LAMOST DR9 provides normalized spectra for most

spectra, these are typically generated for the entire spec-

trum. To achieve better performance, we re-normalized

the spectra within the IRT bandpass with a normaliza-

tion method that utilizes the LinearLSQFitter provide

by Astropy module, which is a linear least square fitting

method (Robitaille et al. 2013; Price-Whelan et al. 2018,

2022). Two examples are illustrated in Figure 1 to show

the difference between global and local normalization.

Both methods perform similarly for the absorption line

spectra, but in the case of emission lines, our method

clearly outperforms the LAMOST approach.

Figure 1. Comparison of different normalization in the Ca
II IRT region. the upper panel is the emission lines spec-
trum and the lower is the absorption lines spectrum. The
blue curve is the local normalized spectra by this work and
the black curve is the global normalized spectra provided by
LAMOST DR9.

3.2. Templates

For late type stars. the dissipation of acoustic en-

ergy (Schrijver et al. 1989) and turbulent dynamo ac-

tivity from non-rotating plasma (Bercik et al. 2005) in

the upper photosphere contribute to the line core of Ca

II H&K and Ca II IRT lines, thus it is better to sub-

tract this ”basal” flux from the spectrum to derive the

true chromosphere activity. Andretta et al. (2005) stud-

ied the non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE)

effect contribution of Ca II IRT lines, and found that

the Central-Depression(CD) index can be affected by

http://www.lamost.org/dr9/v1.0/search
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NLTE by more than 20%. As our R+ and R indices

are defined on narrow band of 1Å, similar to CD in-

dex, NLTE should be consider in R+ index to remove

the basal flux. The LTE BT-Settl spectral model and

NLTE model for Ca II lines (Allard et al. 2013) based

on Phoenix (Husser et al. 2013) code were applied to

subtract the basal flux in Ca II IRT region.

The grids of BT-Settl templates are listed in Table

3. These templates were interpolated with intervals of

∆Teff = 10K, ∆log g = 0.01 and ∆[Fe/H] = 0.01 to

ensure a precise match with our observational spectra.

The templates are degraded to R ≈ 1800 and subtracted

from the observed spectra, as equation 2.

Table 3. Parameter Space of The Grid

Parameter Range Grid Size

Teff (K) 4800-6800 100

log g 3.5-5.0 0.5

[Fe/H] [-1.0,-0.5,0,0.3,0.5] -

[α/Fe] 0.0-0.4 0.2

Note—For most LAMOST spectra, α abundance is not
offered in Dr9, the following empirical relations are used to

derive α abundance : [Fe/H] = 0.0,+0.3,+0.5 with
[α/Fe] = 0.0, [Fe/H] = −0.5 with [α/Fe] = +0.2,

[Fe/H] = −1.0 with [α/Fe] = +0.4.

Figure 2. Difference of two interpolation method. Black
dots are observed spectrum; Blue curve is the cubic spline
interpolation of the spectrum; Orange dash curve is the lin-
ear interpolation; Red dot-dash line shows the vaccum wave-
length of λ8542.

3.3. Uncertainties Estimation

Similar to the LAMOST Ca II H&K index error bud-

get analysis in Zhang et al. (2022) , for Ca II IRT R

index, we consider three factors of uncertainty as fol-

lows:

1. Uncertainty of spectral flux. LAMOST release

the targets spectrum as well as the correspond-

ing spectra of inverse variance(1/δ2), which could

be used to estimate the flux uncertainty:

δRflux =

√
1

λ2 − λ1

∫ λ2

λ1

(
δ(λ)

C(λ)
)2 dλ, (3)

where C(λ) is the continuum, same as defined in

equation 1.

2. Uncertainty of interpolation. As the wavelength

interval of LAMOST spectra is 2Å, the spectrum

are interpolated. Different interpolation method

lead to the uncertainty of R index, as illustrated

in Figure 2. The uncertainty of interpolation is

derived as:

δRinterpolation = |Rcubic −Rlinear|, (4)

to ensure that our choice of 1 Å window doesn’t

impact our conclusions, we compared the R indices

of each Ca II IRT line measured in 1 Å window

with those of the 2 Å window. For majority of

targets, the difference is negligible, as shown in

Figure 3.

3. Uncertainty of red shift(or radial velocity). by ap-

plying z + zerr, z, z − zerr offered by LAMOST

DR9, we can obtain the R+, R, R− respectively

for each line, so δRz is shown as following:

δRz =
|R−R+|+ |R−R−|

2
. (5)

Combining function 3,4 and 5, the total error δR is
give by,

δR =
√

δR2
flux + δR2

interpolation + δR2
z. (6)

For R+ index, the additional uncertainty comes from

the templates uncertainty. According to the stellar pa-

rameter error offered by LAMOST DR9, we calculate a

serious of R index for each templates around the best

template, [Teff±∆T , log g±∆log g, [Fe/H]±∆[Fe/H]].

The maximum and minimum of the template index RT

are denoted as Rmax
T and Rmin

T respectively. Then un-

certainty of template index RT is

δRT = max(|RT −Rmax
T |, |RT −Rmin

T |), (7)

and the uncertainty of R+ is

δR+ =
√

δR2 + δR2
T . (8)
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Figure 3. Comparison of R index derived from 1 Å and 2 Å width respectively for each IRT line. Red dash line is obtained by
least squares fitting of the data.

Figure 4. Distribution of uncertainties for the spectral lines λ8498, λ8542, and λ8662 in three columns from left to right. Each
column includes two panels, with the top one showing the distribution of uncertainty for R and its individual component, and
the bottom one displaying the distribution of uncertainty for R+, both represented by the red histogram.
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Figure 5. Linear regression was performed for each pair of R+ values in IRT, with the corresponding residuals between the
data and the fitted line shown in the lower panels. The left column displays R+

λ8498 - R+
λ8542, the middle column shows R+

λ8498

- R+
λ8662, and the right column depicts R+

λ8542 - R+
λ8662. The red dashed lines represent the regression equation obtained from

fitting the data, while ρ corresponds to the Pearson correlation coefficient.

Figure 6. The distribution of Rλ8542 and R+
λ8542 with stellar parameters. From top to bottom are Teff , [Fe/H] and log g,

respectively. The upper section in each panel is R index and the lower is for R+, as indicated in the plot.
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Figure 7. Top and mid panels shows the proportion of
high active stars and inactive stars, respectively. The bot-
tom panel shows the number count of different category in
different temperature bins, as indicated by different color.

Figure 4 shows the contribution of different compo-

nents to δR and δR+, we can see that the uncertainty

of R+ is mainly dominated by the uncertainty of inter-

polation and flux error.

4. STELLAR ACTIVITY DATABASE

We calulated the R and R+ index and the correspond-

ing error for 699,348 F, G and K-type spectra selected

from LAMOST DR9 database. The results are writ-

ten in a CSV form table and uploaded to the website

https://nadc.china-vo.org/res/r101246/. The descrip-

tion of columns of the database could be found in Table

4. Our R and R+ index database could be used as indi-

cator for stellar activity studies. Theoretically, the R+

index is close to zero for inactive stars, but there are a

large fraction of stars with the R+ index below zero (see

Figure 6). The similar negative value are also found in

GAIA (Lanzafame et al. 2023) and RAVE (Žerjal et al.

2013) Ca II IRT index measurement. We believe that

the following reasons have led to this:

1. The parameters of LAMOST may not have been

measured accurately.

2. Low or moderate chromospheric activity could

produce some extra absorption (Mullan 1979; Lan-

zafame et al. 2023).

Table 4. Columns of catalog

Column Unit Description

obsid LAMOST observation identifier

gaia source id Source identifier in Gaia DR3

gaia g mean mag G mag provided by Gaia DR3

snri SNR at i band

snrz SNR at z band

ra obs degree RA of fiber point

dec obs degree DEC of fiber point

teff K Teff , Effective temperature

teff err K Uncertainty of Teff

logg dex log g, Surface gravity

logg err dex Uncertainty of log g

feh dex [Fe/H], Metallicity

feh err dex Uncertainty of [Fe/H]

rv km/s Vr, Radial velocity

rv err km/s Uncertainty of Vr

R 8498 Rλ8498

R 8498 err uncertainty of Rλ8498

R 8542 Rλ8542

R 8542 err uncertainty of Rλ8542

R 8662 Rλ8662

R 8662 err uncertainty of Rλ8662

R plus 8498 R+
λ8498

R plus 8498 err uncertainty of R+
λ8498

R plus 8542 R+
λ8542

R plus 8542 err uncertainty of R+
λ8542

R plus 8662 R+
λ8662

R plus 8662 err uncertainty of R+
λ8662

Note—Some of the stellar parameters error or the indices
error are not available in the data release, the corresponding
error in the table are filled with -9999.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Relationship between IRT indices and stellar

parameters

In Figure 5, we plot the Ca II IRT R+ index against

each other. There is a clear linear correlation in each

plot. We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient

and marked at the lower part of each panel. For each

pair, the ridge of the density distribution is fitted with a

linear function using the Bayesian Ridge Regression

algorithm from the sklearn module (Pedregosa et al.

2011). The functions are shown on the top of each

panel of Figure 5. From the figure, we can see that

R+
λ8542−R+

λ8662 exhibit the strongest linear relationship,

with a higher Pearson coefficient than other pairs. The

λ8542 line is the most opaque member of the Ca II IRT

https://nadc.china-vo.org/res/r101246/
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Figure 8. Distribution of inactive, normal and high active stars in the Teff and Logg space, different color represent different
[Fe/H], as indicated by the color bar.

lines and usually considered as a better diagnostic for

the chromospheric activities (Linsky et al. 1979). Ac-

cording to the linear function slopes, the strength of

R+
λ8542 is stronger than the other two lines, our results

confirms the conclusion of Linsky et al. (1979) and are

also consistent with the results of Žerjal et al. (2013)

and Martin et al. (2017). Henceforth, we limit our dis-

cussion to λ8542, although all the other line index are

available in our database for possible use.

The distributions of R+
λ8542 and Rλ8542 with stellar

parameters are presented in Figure 6. Stars with low

activity is also important for low mass exoplanets stud-

ies since life may more possibly exist in a planet hosted

by low active star and exoplanet may be more easily dis-

covered around low active stars than the active because

both the observed lightcurve and radial velocity curve

will be more stable due to less spots on the star (e.g. Ko-

rhonen et al. 2015; Hojjatpanah et al. 2020). To take a

peek at the distribution of the chromospheric active and

inactive stars, the star are divided into 20 temperature

bins, and the number count in each bins are plotted in

the bottom panel of Figure 7. The mean and variance

of R+
λ8542 are calculated for each bin. Stars with R+ in-

dex higher than 2σ are defined as active stars and lower

than 2σ are inactive stars. The fractions of active and

inactive stars are plotted in the upper 2 panels of Figure

7. The fraction of inactive stars decrease with tempera-

ture. While the fraction of active stars increase with the

decreasing temperature below 5800K, and increase with

temperature above 5800K. As there are a large fraction

of high R index stars are actually binaries (see Section

5.2 below), the increasing of active star fraction with

temperature may reflect the increasing binary fraction

with mass rather than the increasing activity. Further

work is needed to make it clear. The distributions of ac-

tive, inactive and normal stars in the stellar parameter

space are shown in Figure 8. The inactive stars show

high metallicity in Figure 8 , indicating that they are

thin disk population, similarly, the low metallicity pop-

ulation in the active stars plot may possibly comes from

the local thick disk population. As some stars were ob-

served several times by LAMOST, for Figure 6, 7 and 8,

only one spectrum were kept for stars with multiple vis-

its to ensure the fraction is not biased by repeat count.

As the stellar activity is a complicated function of mass,

age, metallicity and rotation, which is beyond the scope

of the current paper, we will leave the detail analysis for

the future work.

5.2. Comparing with S index

Comparing our database with Ca II H&K S index of

Zhang et al. (2022), there are 0.58 million spectra in

common(Table 1). The S index VS R+
λ8542 and S VS

Rλ8542 are plotted in Figure 9. Both plots show linear

relation between S index and λ8542 indices, with R+

is less scattered than R index as the basal photospheric

contribution was removed.

Visually inspecting Figure 9, the high activity index

star seems to be divided into 3 branches. We label those

3 branches in Figure 10 and plot their distributions in

stellar parameter space in the lower panels of Figure 10

respectively. For Branch 1, we did not find any specific

tendencies in the distribution of Teff , [Fe/H], but they

almost located at log g < 4.5. Branch 2 has lower R+

index than Branch 1 and extend to very high S index

end. They distributed at temperatures below 5750K and

exhibits high metallicity. Branch 3 has high S index

but low R+
λ8542 index. The sample size of Branch 3 is

small, but they has a broad temperature range. They

shows high metallicity in the low-temperature end and

low metallicity in the high temperature end.
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Figure 9. Top panel is the relationship of S index and
Rλ8542, bottom panel is the relationship of S index and
R+

λ8542. Colors of each point show the temperature.

To investigate the properties of the 3 groups, we check

the spectra by eyes, the typical spectra are show in Fig-

ure 11.

1. Most of the spectra in Branch 1 show charac-

ter of double lines at IRT band and H&K lines

are broader than the template, which is typi-

cal in spectral binaries. For LAMOST low res-

olution spectra, the radial velocity separation

should be more than 150km/s for the 2 lines to

be clearly discerned. So those are highly pos-

sible to be close binaries with larger RV differ-

ence and similar luminosity. To confirm this

conclusion, we cross-match the samples with the

gaiadr3.vari eclipsing binary catalog (Gaia

et al. 2016; Vallenari et al. 2023; Mowlavi et al.

2023), which yielded 1727 common spectra (1507

common sources). About 66% (997/1507) stars in

our defined Branch 1 region(Figure 10) are coinci-

dent with the Gaia dr3 eclipsing binaries. As the

Gaia samples are selected by light curves thus are

highly dependent on the inclination angle, the rest

34% of Branch 1 are either spectral binaries of low

Figure 10. (a): Distribution of S - R+
λ8542, different

branches are defined by eyes and plotted in different color,as
indicated in the frame. The background stars are shown in
grey. (b): Distribution of Branch 1 stars in stellar parame-
ter space. Metallicity is indicated by color, as shown in the
bottom color bar, (c): Distribution of Branch 2 stars. (d):
Distribution of Branch 3 stars.

inclination that show no eclipse in lightcurve, or

possibly some single stars show real high activity.

So a large fraction of this branch should be close

binaries mimic the chromospheric emission due to

the index calculation algorithm, most of them are

not active stars, or at least not as high as the S or

R index indicated. Further investigation is neces-

sary to determine their nature. The Gaia eclipsing

binary sampleS extend linearly to the low active

index end in the S vs R+ plot (Figure 12). We

fitted the Gaia samples with RANSAC (Random

Sample Consensus) regression algorithm provided

by sklearn package (Pedregosa et al. 2011), the

result is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. The typical spectra from the 3 branch star in
Figure 10. From top to bottom are a star of Branch 1,2 and
3 respectively. The spectra and the corresponding template
of the Ca II IRT region and the Ca II H&K region are plotted

respectively.

2. For Branch 2, we observed obvious emission cores

in most of the spectra at the H&K lines, and

filled-in core of the Ca II IRT absorption lines.

So the branch 2 is dominated by highly chromo-

spheric activity stars. From the parameters dis-

tribution, they are predominantly metal rich (i.e.

[Fe/H] > −0.2) cool stars (Teff < 5700K). As

RS Canum Venaticorum variable (RS-CVn) is a

type of chromospheric active binaries, we crossed

correlate our catalog with the Gaia RS-CVn cat-

alog (Rimoldini et al. 2023), and got 1187 spectra

(1037 stars) in common. The matched Gaia RS-

CVns are plotted in Figure 12, most of these stars

are consistent with Branch 2 and exhibit clear dif-

ferences from eclipsing binaries.

Figure 12. R+
λ8542 VS S index distribution. The back-

ground grey points are the same as Figure 9. Overlaid color
samples are stars cross matched with gaia dr3 eclipsing bi-
naries and RS-CVn stars, respectively, as indicated in the
figure. Those two samples are coincident with Brach 1 and
Brach 2 defined in Figure 10, respectively. The black dash
line is the linear regression of the eclipsing binary sample,
the function is marked in the upper right corner.

3. Branch 3 shows higher S index and relatively lower

R+ index, which means the H&K lines show higher

activity than IRT lines. We suspect this may be

caused by binaries or visually close stars with dif-

ferent temperature, the blue and red region are

dominated by different star that falling into the

same fiber. Since there are only 70 stars in this

category, those stars were checked one by one.

Miscellaneous informations such as CDS (http://

cdsportal.u-strasbg.fr/) images, SED, LAMOST

spectra, Gaia non-single star list (Holl et al.

2023), TESS light curves (Ricker et al. 2015; Sul-

livan et al. 2015) and Kepler light curves (Howell

et al. 2014) were collected to help to understand

the nature of these targets, those information are

listed in the last column of Table A1. From the

table, 21 of them are binaries or spacial coinci-

dence, supporting our speculation. 27 of them are

variables that may show high activity, 10 of them

have no particular reason and the rest of them are

due to pollution or are with wrong spectral type,

further study is necessary to know their nature.

5.3. Comparing with R+
HK index

Using the logR+
HK index in Zhang et al. (2020) (Table

1), the distribution of R+
λ8542 - logR+

HK and Rλ8542 -

logR+
HK were plotted in Figure 13. The stars in Branch

http://cdsportal.u-strasbg.fr/
http://cdsportal.u-strasbg.fr/
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Figure 13. left panel: Relationship of R+
λ8542 - logR+

HK . right panel: Relationship of Rλ8542 - logR+
HK . Red and yellow points

are stars of Branch 1 and 2 defined in 10, respectively.

1 and Branch 2 in previous section are also plotted. The

overall distribution is similar to Žerjal et al. (see 2013,

Fig.7), though they used EWIRT as infrared activity

indicator. Binary stars are more likely to appear in the

region of both high H&K and high IRT index, similar to

Žerjal et al. (2013). From Fig 12 and 13, high H&K or

high IRT index alone is not a good indicator of activity

as there is a large population of binaries with low stellar

activity mimic the high activity star. Combing the H&K

index and the IRT index, especially in the S vs R+
λ8542

distribution plot, will be more helpful to decern different

population of stellar activity.

6. CONCLUSION

We defined new infrared Ca II triplet stellar activity

indices, R and R+, and derived the indices for 699,348

spectra of 562,863 solar like F, G and K-type stars.

These activity indices, as well as their estimated un-

certainties and other basic information are integrated in

a database available at https://nadc.china-vo.org/res/

r101246/.

Comparing the indices of λ8498, λ8542 and λ8662

lines, they show linear correlation in each pairs. The

R+
λ8542 is the strongest among the three lines, and could

be used as the indicator to represent the Ca II IRT ac-

tivity. We presented the distribution of λ8542 index in

stellar parameter space, and selected samples of high

active and low active stars, respectively. The fraction

of low active stars decrease with the temperature, well

the fraction of high active stars first decrease with the

temperature above 5800K, then below 5800K, the frac-

tion increase with the decreasing temperature. We fur-

ther compare our infrared activity index with the Ca II

H&K index and find that the high S index star could

be divide into 3 branches, Branch 1 are mostly spectral

binaries with double lines that mimic the emission line

core, Branch 2 are RS CVns that show high activity,

Brach 3 are stars show high S index but relatively low

R+
λ8542 index due to difference reasons. Combining the

CaII H&K S index and R+
λ8542 is particularly useful in

selecting true chromospheric active stars. A future work

is necessary to exclude pollution from low active binaries
and establish a pure sample of high active stars.
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APPENDIX

A. LIST OF BRANCH 3 STARS

Table A1. Information of stars in Branch3

No.obsid gaia source id g mag ra obs dec obsR+
8542 S IndexClass

1 181415234274243372341287936013.074881.8839995.7004710.0231020.62965 *UV excess/binary?

2 255415044390549008386598016 14.2648811.2128748.281470.0351610.604901 *Bright Star Pollution

3 182715182376725089206420864 14.2298416.6956344.430030.01305 0.554792 Variable (G)

4 209103032114150201980200960 12.0942340.9975724.91994-0.02086 0.585086 *Nearby Star Pollution

5 162403203108894639478505472 13.6241146.7181 22.2539 0.0154950.903646 *Young Stellar Object Candidate

6 157302145125962495916228992 12.8528250.7375334.37201-0.00395 0.61698 Variable(G)

7 28610311067691055407537792 13.1650953.4312723.15588-0.01764 0.610353 Binary (G)

8 307915107325096520424379776012.7828 55.21712-1.54672 -0.01576 0.685768 *Visual Binary

9 11160716770286319462343808 11.7472756.3080126.5884 0.0389760.525731 Variable(G)

10 48060318165205166993246080 14.2174256.5817423.91762-0.04815 0.534726 *Bright Star Pollution

11 10090410565223618172733952 11.9570856.6641 24.029690.0375590.539393 *BY Dra Variable

12 204105048163600634362268800 11.4461360.1329327.427860.0310890.515465 *MS+WD Binary 1

13 273916194232362820257069440 10.3742562.4101843.59254-0.0312 0.581389 Variable(K)

14 470205184232914736434443136 14.5863964.1613645.60959-0.05821 0.536967

15 384509039328502779959415168013.0816565.081375.8389640.0397380.526472 Variable(K)

16 275203109253742995657660288 10.7793067.0192 45.56416-0.04711 0.517125 Binary (G)

17 361716215277067485569047680 11.6785067.2830855.21747-0.00102 0.505846 Variable(K)

18 250801006340568542248737356814.1739973.9431317.281890.0394930.537972 Variable (G)

19 39104099 205354966385794048 12.3210773.9588543.69652-0.04074 0.520087 Variable(K)

20 528007141322890879053591897614.1798975.269181.3645250.0003290.53148 Variable(G)

21 307304141211681178338056192 12.0481278.6450645.42125-0.04892 0.592449 Variable(K)

22 678513097281149010170791552 14.7800979.7129659.046 0.0052210.513852 Variable(G)

23 89713095 344896728540213171212.4419682.3980232.745610.0283670.520001 *Nearby Star Pollution

24 208806168333316383024719206412.3404984.0461 6.5209350.0055640.517577 Variable(K)

25 393309119339761565997693529611.6679384.6720418.00152-0.02442 0.516078

26 505215137321652434253354124815.3440185.14597-2.19503 0.0139640.715127 *Nebula Pollution

27 505204206321641765554608819215.3360685.17643-2.84414 -0.04222 0.678071 *Nebula Pollution

28 297011180189407787175600640 11.1137185.2174437.46183-0.00455 0.518133 Variable(K)

29 505215105321642507724962854414.5937885.24724-2.74513 -0.02399 0.567592 *Nebula Pollution

30 547505087339923114749844211211.3767185.8432619.40144-0.00609 0.590741 *Eclipsing Binary

31 127806031343138815605764812811.9607890.8931628.81194-0.02395 0.516935 *Chemically Peculiar Star/Nearby star Pollution

32 486302167342362161823343808014.5095790.9831221.90916-0.03055 0.52059

33 606202112337527183135236556813.1368591.7433621.030540.0337730.512433 Variable(K)

34 501916045332846118895330112014.1765391.903138.0447430.0115960.510486

35 641111226334571946706009676815.0653992.9225515.195830.0245830.606389

36 606211049342682703822686617613.9450493.6570525.50473-0.00978 0.542015 *RR Lyrae Variable

37 486809137342555146300119500811.6223494.2737 23.423870.02181 0.579099 Variable(K)

38 267811169337093597597032819214.4605195.6426719.2116 -0.0069 0.512879

1 Ren et al. (2020)
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39 696613240310273365079771481612.25146103.3226-3.61788 -0.045 0.531789 Giants with wrong logg (L)

40 378105061993779054893891840 12.59996104.161154.1417 0.0389760.560594 Variable(K)

41 88605186 310993379839118323212.26119110.448 -1.2325 0.0394480.521697 Variable(K)

42 88805176 310993682635041459210.76796110.5126-1.13856 -0.02079 0.512853 *Spectral Binary

43 226703189892715622559710592 14.19901113.743733.006180.0166960.503644 *MS+WD Binary 2

44 93609075 306463924508580134412.01463123.5568-5.45447 -0.00035 0.525129 *Visual Binary/Variable(K)

45 308415140309813954761331072012.97677124.19398.3903260.0337970.570646 Variable(K)

46 656613008636182586087691392 14.07274136.905618.83429-0.01988 0.569886

47 201907064382432543683491392011.80175146.0101-4.58495 0.0257760.508454 Variable(G)

48 303015088830588577026980992 11.67706160.121546.733020.0116740.552609 *High Proper Motion Star

49 401214096381691029605769523212.01111168.84875.5731480.0216520.521994 SB1 (L)

50 208509165369544696736356940812.37765188.6458-1.01727 0.0078460.51159 *Visual Binary

51 132212074365068808667590835212.20117221.798 -0.49315 0.0299540.641464 *Hot Subdwarf

52 426805127159773718425705472012.58121233.843453.583720.0015880.81768 Variable(K)

53 152601123135310752938828889613.30084252.530340.17427-0.04238 1.122254 Cosmic Ray Pollution(L)

54 334701053136080974577958515212.16614262.600444.486310.0259410.5065 Variable(K)

55 574714131213363279508610944014.42111286.687550.6358 -0.01803 0.558479

56 243012154210215199047945612812.88417287.921741.05147-0.00226 0.542695 *Nearby Star pollution

57 369703082209950257977361856012.64614289.156139.143710.0001180.505672 *Visual Binary

58 52403133 210107433164826803213.70564290.483 39.73531-0.01383 0.546077

59 580505166205264537992991014413.74717290.911238.335580.0235960.509367 Variable(G)

60 362811058213497907405718540813.58594295.662650.145180.03832 0.512928 *Rotating Variable/Visual binary

61 355104179207924772016912499214.78923299.118745.4898 0.0077360.623634 *Pulsating Variable

62 158908013208210377034083814413.23867300.766944.86653-0.02103 0.578636 *Rotating Variable

63 260702136206807227967869811213.12818306.859441.610580.0104960.588413 *Nearby Star Pollution? Variable(G)

64 587915134216302617688556556814.99146314.184344.80388-0.00931 0.670712 *Nebula Pollution

65 169005207178145832305785536012.24709331.315220.287350.0262220.625867 *Visual Binary

66 75308136 273556829979422630411.86591335.604515.65098-0.00043 0.544412 *Visual Binary

67 75308129 273557737505993126412.50423335.722 15.78769-0.01789 0.535658

68 270405145200897339225115878414.50971345.270855.97517-0.02235 0.587842 *Nearby Star Pollution

69 387904014266483617131849369614.05540349.45057.3792110.0253580.609652 *Hot Subdwarf Candidate / UV excess

70 180206182192419081083998963212.92156350.096840.73101-0.0105 0.905189 *Visual Binary

Note—In the classification, asterisks ”*” indicate sources that have been identified through the visual examination of relevant
information in CDS website, such as SIMBAD information, literatures, SEDs and images; ”Varaiable (G)” and ”Binary (G)”
are targets cross matched with gaiadr3 variability (Rimoldini et al. 2023) and gaiadr3 non-single stars (Holl et al. 2023)
databases respectively; ”Varable(K)” stands for stars show apparent variations in Kepler or Tess light curves by visual inspection,
as some of them showing periodic variations, binaries could not be excluded. ”(L)” means the judgement is derived by inspecting
the LAMOST spectra.

2 Gentile Fusillo et al. (2015)
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